
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
  

 

Chartered IT Professional status 
(Standard V3.0) 
 
 
Initial Review Assessment Report v0 4 
Use the evidence provided to determine whether there is an 
indication that the applicant is working at SFIA level 5 and has a 
broad knowledge of IT 
 

Applicant full name:   Applicant ref number:  

 

Initial Review Assessment 

Autonomy: Does the evidence meet the expectation that work is often self-initiated as defined 
by A1, A2, and A3 of the standard? Y/N  N   

Please provide specific examples: 

 claims to have 7 years of experience in the IT field. which means taking 2018 as the to date he should 
have started his career afetr qualifying by 2011. But his education  declaration states he started his IT 
education from 2014-2017.There is no CV available to assess his career and IT skills. In his BOK he states 
that he took his role as Network Engineer in 2015. Also going through the vast amount of details submitted it 
appears he is functioning at a very low SFIA Skills Level and need to show IT skills with considerable 
autonomy and expertise, to satisfy level 5 standards to ENSURE and ADVICE.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Influence:  Does the evidence demonstrate the leadership ability to achieve successful 
business benefit as defined by B1, B2, B3, and B4 of the standard? Y/N  N   

Please provide specific examples: 

     No other tangible evidence available except he claims to be training a Network Engineer in Networking 
issues. 
 

Complexity: Does the evidence demonstrate the ability to succeed in roles that are 
multifaceted as defined by C1, C2, and C3 of the standard? Y/N  Y  

Please provide specific examples: 

     Partial :The Complexity appears to be limited to networks, As mentioned is a few wireless networks and  in 
his Experience in setting up a these networks and the complexity was setting up the Laser heads to a Bulgarian 
manufactured system due to language issues.  

Business Skills: Does the evidence demonstrate vision and appreciation of the overall context 
to achieve benefit from exploiting IT as defined in D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 and D8? Y/N  N    

  Please provide specific examples: 
No tangible evidence to satisfy skills under D1 to D7 



 

 

Assessment of IT Breadth 
(Complete this section for applicants who  

do not hold an Accredited Degree (Refer to the SDNA) 

Following the BOK assessor guidance (at Appendix 5 of the Chartered Assessment Guidance Notes) carry out a peer 
assessment of the applicant’s IT breadth.  Evidence should demonstrate the applicant’s awareness and understanding of how 
their area of practise interacts, supports, relies upon and communicates with other areas of IT, as well as their knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of IT; eg. Methods, techniques and tools in addition to awareness of Legal, Social and Ethical factors 
affecting IT.  

For full guidance on how to assess the applicant’s IT breadth be sure to refer to the Assessor Guidance Notes. 

 
1. Does not show candidate works in a complex role but restricted to networking matters. 
2. 2. He claims a number of certifications in Wireless solutions and security. The certificates were in 

accessible 
3. Principles of IT: Mainly in areas of Networking i) to iv) are not mentioned has to be re submitted. 
4.  Exploitation of IT: Claims he has sound knowledge in Network configuration, operation and security issues. 
5. Legal, social, and Ethical Factors relating to IT.  No evidence available. 

  

 

Summary of Assessment  

 
My observation is, the candidate should have used SFIA information to assess himself to ensure he is suitability to 
apply for CITP.May be he was unaware of the availability of such a tool. Also considering his education period and 
the number of years claimed as experience raises a doubt whether he has sufficient experience to achieve SFIA 
Lev 5 to qualify for his CITP. I feel he appears to be keen in achieving higher career status,  but  advice him to gain 
more experience with greater autonomy , Business and IT skills, and re-apply at a future date. 
 

Outcome 
Successful  
Proceed to PRI 

 

*Further written evidence needed 

 

*Further info required via telephone  

 

*Unsuccessful 

  

Telephone discussion : 
With applicant:   
with supporter   

 (Enter name of supporter/s):      

*Please detail below specifically what needs to be communicated to the applicant as your comments will be forwarded 
directly to them: 

  

       

       

       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Recommendations 

      Engineering Council  
 

      Science Council  

      Fellowship        Karen Burt Award Referral (female applicants) 

 

Assessor Details 



 

 

Assessor full name:   

Date:  
 

 
08/02/2018 
 

Assessor membership 
number:  

 

Assessor BCS/EC/SC grade:  MBCS,CEng,CITP,FIET 
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